We are in the people business because people are your most important asset

Healthy, safe and productive people create exceptional sustainable science
“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”

Benjamin Franklin; printer, scientist, man of action
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* provides innovative solutions to help you run healthier, safer and more productive labs in the most environmentally sustainable way possible.

Your laboratory
+ engaged people
+ high quality PPE products
+ green, lean and protection services

It all adds up... to Exceptional Laboratories
Reduce CO₂ emissions by 25 kg annually for each researcher who uses lab gloves*

Green solutions for sustainable laboratories

**Turn minor actions into major change**

*Based on assumption of average laboratory glove consumption per scientist: 5,000 gloves/year and average thin mil nitrile glove weight

*It all adds up... to Exceptional Laboratories*
Reduce CO₂ emissions by 25 kg annually for each researcher who uses lab gloves*

Lean process, training and compliance solutions for efficient laboratories

Turn simple solutions into solid benefits

It all adds up... to Exceptional Laboratories
Raise the odds for those 45% of all researchers who sustain a lab-based injury*

Quality protection for your scientists, your science and your reputation

Prevent accidents, contamination and false results with appropriate PPE

It all adds up…
to Exceptional Laboratories

*UCLA Center for Laboratory Safety data shows 1088 researchers out of 2374 sustained an injury of some kind within a laboratory setting
It all adds up
...to Exceptional Laboratories
delivering exceptional,
sustainable science.

Choose KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL*